An Observer-based Perturbation Extremum Seeking Control (PESC) is proposed for a Direct-Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD) process. The process is described with a dynamic model that is based on a 2D Advection-Diffusion Equation (ADE) model which has pump flow rates as process inputs. The objective of the controller is to optimize the trade-off between the permeate mass flux and the energy consumption by the pumps inside the process. Cases of single and multiple control inputs are considered through the use of only the feed pump flow rate or both the feed and the permeate pump flow rates. A nonlinear Lyapunov-based observer is designed to provide an estimation for the temperature distribution all over the designated domain of the DCMD process. Moreover, control inputs are constrained with an anti-windup technique to be within feasible and physical ranges. Performance of the proposed structure is analyzed, and simulations based on real DCMD process parameters for each control input are provided.
Introduction
Membrane distillation (MD) is a water desalination process which is based on thermal separation. It utilizes micro-porous membranes as an in-between medium for the feed and the permeate containers. MD allows water vapor and other volatile molecules to pass from the feed side to the permeate side to produce clean water, while preventing other non-volatile impurities from passing through the membrane dry pores L. M. ; Eleiwi, Ghaffour, Alsaadi, Francis, and Laleg-Kirati (2016) ; Laleg-Kirati (2014a, 2014b) ; Francis, Ghaffour, Alsaadi, Nunes, and Amy (2014) . The process is driven by pressure gradient, in which it is driven by the temperature difference along the membrane boundary layers.
Of the four common configurations in MD systems, the most popular and readily tested in a laboratory environment is the Direct-Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD) Khayet (2008) . While DCMD has the promising potential to take the lead over a wide range of other existing water desalination methods, such as Multi-Stage Flash (MSF) and Reverse Osmosis (RO) Khayet May 5, 2017 International Journal of Control TCON˙A˙1314551 Figure 1 . DCMD counter current schematic diagram with the inlets and outlets of hot/cold water flow.
design parameters before setting real experiments. Moreover and following the fact that the process is nonlinear with most of the states are inaccessible, we propose the use of a nonlinear Lyapunovbased observer to provide the PESC with an online and accurate estimate of the process states using the available measurements. Few works in literature have elaborated on the observer based ESC scheme (see Banaszuk, Ariyur, Krstić, and Jacobson (2004) ; Moase and Manzie (2012) ). We consider the physical limitations of the process, therefore we propose the use of anti-windup techniques Galeani and Teel (2006) ; Grimm, Teel, and Zaccarian (2004) ; X. Li, Li, Seem, and Li (2012); Tan et al. (2013) ; Ye and Hu (2013) to prevent control inputs to wander outside what is physically achievable by the pumps. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the 2D ADE dynamic model for the DCMD process. Section 3 states the problem formulation with a design of PESC and nonlinear observer. Section 4 illustrates simulations for the developed controller for the different control input sets. Finally, section 5 discusses and summarizes the obtained results.
DCMD model
DCMD process has been best described with dynamic models. In this paper, we consider the DCMD dynamic model presented in Eleiwi et al. (2016) ; Eleiwi and Laleg-Kirati (2014a) .
DCMD dynamic mathematical model
The mathematical model of the DCMD module is presented in Eq. (1), where it represents the reduced model from Eleiwi et al. (2016) . The domain of interest is rectangular with finite values for the time, and the space coordinates for each subsystem container as shown in Fig.1 .
where k = {f, p} refers to the feed and the permeate, respectively. v k z , k = {f, p} are the feed and permeate pumps flow rates along the z coordinates.
The initial conditions of the model are
and the associated boundary conditions with the dynamic model (e.g. feed solution) are set to be a Dirichlet condition for the inlet boundary of each subsystem, and Neumann conditions for the rest of the boundaries like Eq. (3).
where k m is the average thermal conductivity of the membrane, δ m is the membrane thickness, H(T ) is the latent heat of evaporation that is responsible of the admissible sensible heat.
J (T ) is the permeate mass flux to be transferred between the feed and the permeate solutions in the process. This mass transport across the membrane in DCMD is generally described by various mass transfer models such as the Knudsen model or the Poiseuille model or a combination of both Schofield, Fane, and Fell (1987) . This transfer is in the form of
where C md is the membrane distillation coefficient which is function of the membrane properties (pore size, thickness, porosity, and membrane tortuosity), properties of the vapor transported across the membrane (molecular weight and diffusivity), and temperatures. In this paper and without lost of generality, the Knudsen diffusion model (Schofield et al. (1987) ), that we adjust by multiplication by a constant α, will be considered:
where r is the membrane pore size, M is the molecular weight, R is the gas universal constant, χ is the membrane tortuosity, and is the membrane porosity. ΔP (T ) is the vapor pressure gradient May 5, 2017 International Journal of Control TCON˙A˙1314551 between the membrane sides. It is function of the vapor temperature based on Antoine equation and is given by (see L. M. ; Eleiwi and Laleg-Kirati (2014a); Khayet and Matsuura ((2011) , 249 -293)):
) .
(7)
T mean is given by
The semi-discrete version of the continuous 2D ADE model is a nonlinear high dimension system of ODEs because of the nonlinearity of the boundary conditions, following the discrete model is given in Eq. (9).
where vector T ∈ R 2n 2 × 1 is the state vector, which represents the time evolution of the temperature distribution at each grid point inside the feed and the permeate designated domain T f , T p , respectively.
where T f , T p ∈ R n 2 × 1 with n the number of discretization points in x and z axes, and T 0 is the initial condition vector of the temperature distribution vector. u ∈ R 2×1 is the input vector which includes the flow rate along the z − axis in the feed and permeate solutions, such as:
where
Matrix A(u) ∈ R 2n 2 × 2n 2 represents the operator matrix that has the dynamics of the feed and the permeate subsystems with their mutual couplings on the boundaries as in Eq. (14), where i, j are the discretization grid indices. A(u) is a function of the pump flow rates u f and u p , in x, z coordinates, for both feed and permeate subsystems, respectively.
where Δx and Δz are the spatial step sizes in x, z coordinates. f (T) ∈ R 2n 2 ×1 contains the different boundary conditions of each subsystems, especially the ones associated with the membrane boundary layers. Some of the boundary conditions are nonlinear and functions of the state vector T as shown in Eq. (3). Finally, we are measuring only the two outlet temperatures in the output vector y ∈ R 2×1 in Eq.(16)
with the output matrix C ∈ R 2×2n 2 in Eq. (17).
Model properties
The DCMD dynamic model is nonlinear, and the source of the nonlinearity results from the nature of the functions J (T ), H(T ) and their multiplication in the boundary conditions. However, the present nonlinearity is Lipschitz continuous. This result can be proved by showing that each of H(T ) and J (T ) is separately Lipschitz continuous, and then their multiplication is going to be directly Lipschitz continuous.
For H(T ), we follow the fact that it is a polynomial function that is smooth and infinitely differentiable, and therefore it is Lipshitz continuous. Then, we collect all the constants in the expression of J (T ) and write it in a simplified form in Eq. (18).
where c 1 , c 2 are constants, and T ∈ [a, b], b > a > 0. Then J (T ) is continuous and differentiable on this interval [a, b] , and therefore it is bounded.
then there exists a Lipschitz constant λ that satisfies Eq. (20)
Problem formulation
Improving the performance of the DCMD process is one of the important anticipations for this technique. However, it is not easy, especially with the high rates of energy consumption. Figure 2 shows that for a given inlet temperature, the permeate mass flow rate increases with respect to the feed flow rate and reaches a saturation value at high feed inlet flow rate (figure 1). So it might be interesting to find the optimal flow rate value for a given inlet temperature maximizing the production while minimizing the energy consumption Eleiwi et al. (2016) , Karam and Laleg-Kirati (2015) . Consequently, we consider the process model in Eq. (9) and compose a performance function as in Eq. (21) that measures the trade-off between the maximization of the permeate flux production and the minimization of the energy consumption. Therefore, optimizing this performance function allows reaching an anticipated optimum trade-off.
where J is a function of the temperature distribution inside the designated process domain through the permeate vapor flux J (T), and u = [u f , u p ] T which represents the pump flow rates inside the feed and the permeate solutions. ρ is the water density, and it is used to fix the unit consistency for the performance function. μ is a regularization coefficient, that is used to adjust the weight of each term in the performance function, and sheds more light on certain cases where one term is more dominant over the other. ||J (T)|| is the Euclidean norm of the permeate vapor flux as in Eq. (6). Figure 3 shows that the performance function Eq. (21) has a maximum that varies with respect to the inlet temperature. Therefore, we propose in this paper to track the maximum of the cost function by controlling the inlet flow rates. We propose the use of the PESC because of its simplicity and good performance to optimize the performance function in Eq. (21), with no loss of generality to other ESC schemes. In addition, we combine the controller with a nonlinear Lyapunov observer to estimate the temperature distribution inside the designated module domain, and then provide measurements for the performance function. Fig. 4 shows the complete structure of the DCMD dynamic model with the PESC and the nonlinear observer. where L is the observer gain to be computed in later section, T and y are the estimated temperature distribution throughout the process designated domain and the estimated output using the nonlinear observer, respectively.
Next sections highlight the design of PESC and the nonlinear observer. 
Extremum Seeking Control
ESC has advanced properties and advantages in terms of robustness, computation cost effectiveness and disturbance rejection over other optimal control methods Ariyur and Krstić (2003) ; Liu and Krstić (2012) ; C. Zhang and Ordóñez (2011) . These properties were possible after significant theoretical advancements in the past years, including the proof of the local convergence Ariyur and Krstić (2003) ; Choi, Krstić, Ariyur, and Lee (2002) , slope seeking Ariyur and Krstić (2003) ; Liu and Krstić (2012) , performance improvement and limitations M. Stankovic and Stipanovic (2009) ; M. S. Stankovic and Stipanovic (2009) to name few.
Perturbation based ESC
PESC is a scheme of ESC. It has advantages of performing continuous gradient type optimization with fast adaptation and easy implementation C. Zhang and Ordóñez (2011) .
PESC uses a dither signal (usually sine wave) to perturb the performance function and estimate its gradient. Then, it uses the gradient estimation to drive the process to a desired extremum using an integrator and the same dither signal Ariyur and Krstić (2003) ; Tan et al. (2013) ; Tan, Nesić, and Mareels (2006) . Fig. 5 illustrates the components of a single parameter PESC scheme. A washout filter is one of the components that is used to kill the direct current (DC) component of the output signal, usually this kind of filters is used for signals that will be integrated in time afterwards. Despite the fact that multiplying the output signal with a zero mean dither signal sin(ωt) performs the same role, but the washout filter is more effective and does not require the dither frequency ω to be relatively high Liu and Krstić (2012) .
Of interest, ESC has three distinct time-scales Brunton, Fu, and Kutz (2013) ; Guay, Dhaliwal, and Dochain (2013) . Slow time scale to reject any external disturbance, medium time scale which represents the perturbation frequency, and the fast time scale of the internal plant dynamics.
Tuning design parameters in PESC is not a straightforward task and requires a comprehensive knowledge about the time scale of the process, but the availability of the process model is useful and helps in tuning design parameters. Generally literature presents some tuning recommendations (see Ariyur and Krstić (2003) the disturbance dynamics. Therefore, the frequency of the perturbation signal should be less than dynamics of the plant, such as ω << min(eig(A)) Moura and Chang (2010); Nesić et al. (2013) . Moreover, larger controller gain κ and perturbation signal amplitude a lead to fast convergence but increase oscillations amplitude and sensitivity disturbance Moura and Chang (2010) . Washout cutoff frequency should be less the perturbation signal frequency (ω h << ω), so it does not attenuate the perturbation frequency or distort the gradient estimation.
Other ESC designs may include low pass filter to be placed before the integrator, where it is useful to filter out high frequency measurement noise Tan et al. (2006) . Additionally, tuning the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter may have improvement in the transient response, but generally it is not a necessary component for the operation of PESC Tan et al. (2013) .
Following, we use the PESC to optimize the performance function in Eq. (21) for two control input scenarios. The first is for single control input of the feed pump flow rate, and the second for the multiple control inputs of the feed and the permeate pump flow rates.
Single parameter PESC
We consider optimizing the performance function in Eq. (21) to be subject only to the feed pump flow rate u = u f , while the permeate pump flow rate u p is kept constant. It is worth mentioning that in practice, the feed pump flow rate has additional significant influence on the process performance more than the permeate pump flow rate.
The PESC structure in Fig. 5 applies a perturbation signal asin(ωt) to a control signal u that estimates an optimal control u * . The performance function in Eq. (21) is optimized, and necessarily the permeate flux is measured simultaneously through the evaluation of the temperature distribution T in the 2D ADE model.
At the beginning, the performance function is filtered out by the washout filter. This causes the DC content of the performance function to be eliminated, and as well to be in or out of phase with the perturbation signal asin(ωt) if u is less or greater than u * , respectively Calli et al. (2012); Moura and Chang (2010) . The effect of the washout filter is expressed in Eq. (22).
The resultant signal is multiplied with a perturbation signal asin(ωt) that has a small amplitude a, and provides a signal that has a DC content which is less or greater than zero if u is greater or less than u * , respectively. Following, an integrator of a gain κ extracts the gradient direction of the resultant signal to form the adaptation signal u Tan et al. (2013) .
Later, the adaptation signal u shifts the perturbation signal towards the gradient direction and converges to the optimal control, as described in Eq. (24). u = u + asin(ωt).
Stability analysis and convergence to optimal values inside ESC schemes were proved using averaging theorem by Krstić in many studies Ariyur and Krstić (2003) ; Krstić and Wang (2000) ; Liu and Krstić (2012) , but more elaboration was put in other studies (see Moura and Chang (2010) ; Nesić (2009); Nesić, Tan, Moase, and Manzie (2010); Tan et al. (2006) ).
Multiple-parameter PESC
To broaden further the optimization analysis on the DCMD process, we consider optimizing the performance function in Eq. (21) to be subject to both the feed and the permeate pump flow rates as control inputs. This would considerably highlight on the impact of the feed pump flow rate and the permeate pump flow rate on the process production, and the interference between them. The optimization procedure is similar to the single parameter case, however the multipleparameter PESC considers each control input in a separate loop with perturbation signal that has specific frequency with distinct phase shifts, such as ω 1 = ω 2 , φ 1 = φ 2 (e.g. φ 1 = 0 and φ 2 = π/2). These phase shifts are introduced to compensate for the delays provided by the plant dynamics and the performance function J(T, u) in Eqs. (9), (21), respectively Krstić (2000) ; Moura and Chang (2010) ; Nesić et al. (2013) ; Tan et al. (2013) .
The design parameters are set for each input independently, and then the whole process is tuned out to have the optimal behavior Calli et al. (2012) . Following equations show the dynamic representation for the feed and the permeate pump flow rates.
Afterwards, each control inputs will consist of the adaptation signal in addition to the perturbation signal to converge toward the optimal control. u p = u p + a 1 sin(ω 1 t), u f = u f + a 2 sin(ω 2 t).
(26) Fig. 6 illustrates the diagram of the main components for the multiple-parameter PESC. Figure 6 . Structure of multiple parameters PESC.
Anti-windup PESC
The presence of an integrator in PESC causes, in some occasions, the control inputs to wander outside their acceptable and feasible domain. This may facilitate the actual inputs to saturate on the actuators (e.g. pumps) domain boundary Tan et al. (2013) . This phenomenon is similar to the integrator wind-up in classic control Simmons (1995) . As a solution, we consider an anti-windup technique to overcome input saturation phenomenon. This technique is preferable rather than dealing with the saturation as constant, since the process is dynamic and more likely to have input saturationÅström and Wittenmark (2013); Galeani and Teel (2006) ; Grimm et al. (2004) . Moreover, it allows to impose certain constraints on the control inputs to bound them with physical limits. Technically, anti windup drives the actuator back to the unsaturated mode when input saturation is about to happen by using a penalty-like scheme to prevent or overcome saturation P. Li, Li, and Seem (2009); X. Li et al. (2012) ; Tan et al. (2013) ; Ye and Hu (2013) . Therefore, we combine the anti-windup technique along with the PESC scheme, and define a saturation function that covers all the scenarios of the control inputs, like in Eq. (27).
where u s = [u max , u min ] T and u max , u min are the upper control input limit and the lower control input limit, respectively. K w is a design parameter that adds more significance to the saturation function weight. The saturation function is placed before the process, and defines an appropriate input u actual for a feedback. Fig. 7 shows a diagram for a single parameter PESC with anti-windup technique. Similarly, the adaptation signal is evaluated, however it includes the effect of the anti-windup. Following equations present the adaptation signal.
Same procedures are applicable to multiple-parameter PESC, where the anti-windup model is added to each control input channel to prevent input saturation Tan et al. (2013) .
Observer based PESC
The PESC requires the performance function measurements to be always available. In practice this is not viable, since the performance function is dependent on some inaccessible temperature states over the process designated domain. On the other hand, the process model is observable, and the present nonlinearity is Lipshitz continuous. For these reasons, we propose the use of a nonlinear observer to estimate the process inaccessible states, and provide measurements for the performance function back to the PESC.
Nonlinear Lyapunov-based observer design
Nonlinear observers vary in designs depending on the available information about the nature of the system nonlinearity Bestle and Zeitz (1983) ; Thau (1973) ; Walcott and Zak (1987) ; H. Zhang, Chan, Cheung, and Jin (1998) . In our case, we have the advantage of a good model for the present nonlinearity, therefore we consider the nonlinear observer presented by Thau et al. in Thau (1973) with the modification of Raghavan et al. in Raghavan and Hedrick (1994) to find an adequate observer gain. Accordingly, we slightly modified and adapted the work in Raghavan and Hedrick (1994) to the nonlinear model of the DCMD process in Eq. (9), where originally the stability proof was done for a slightly different class of nonlinear system like in Eq. (29).
where A is the dynamics matrix, B is the input matrix, f (T ) is the nonlinearity vector in the model and T is the state vector. For the observer design, we consider the nonlinear Lyapunov-based observer in the following form:˙
where T ∈ R 2n 2 ×1 is the estimated state vector, and L is the observer gain matrix. Then the observer error dynamic equation is given by:
where T = T − T is the state estimation error. Proposition 1 gives sufficient conditions for exponential stability of the state observer error expressed in Eq. (31).
Proposition 1: Assuming u such that the pair (A(u), C) is observable and the nonlinearity is Lipshitz continuous, then there exists an exponentially stable observer of the form Eq. (30) if there exists a symmetric positive definite matrix, P , such that the following standard algebraic Ricatti equation is satisfied:
and the observer gain matrix L is given by:
We use Lemma 1 to prove Proposition 1.
Lemma 1: Let ||X||, ||Y || be the Euclidean norm of vectors X and Y . Then, the following inequality holds:
Proof. let us define for a fixed u, A 0 (u) = A(u) − LC, and a Lyapunov function V such that in Eq. (38) for the stability, and its derivative in Eq. (39).
where P ∈ R 2n 2 ×2n 2 is any arbitrary symmetric positive definite matrix.
This is valid, since f (T) is Lipschitz, then by using Lemma 1, we define:
Then 2γ||P T|||| T|| ≤ γ 2 T T P P T T + T T T,
Let
ThenV Fig. 8 shows the fast convergence of the estimated states using the nonlinear Lyapunov-based observer for different points on the DCMD discretization grid. The numbers in the legends (e.g. 10, 20 , 30 ..) represent the points locations along the membrane boundaries. We are more concerned about points along the membrane boundaries because of their significance in driving the process. It shows also how the nonlinear observer responses to any sudden changes in the process. The fast convergence of the observer is guaranteed by taking smaller sampling time Sassano, Carnevale, Astolfi, and Vergata (2011) . In the same context, the error analysis shows the exponential convergence of the error to zero as depicted in Fig. 9 . 
Observer based PESC structure
Following the design of the nonlinear Lyapunov-based observer, the temperature distribution all along the designated process domain is available at each instant of time. Proceeding further, we can provide measurements of the performance function to the PESC to find optimal control value. This is valid if the observer convergence is fast enough, therefore the stability of the complete structure of the observer-based PESC is vital. For this purpose, the performance function will be expressed as follows:
Simulations
In this section, further analysis for the observer based PESC scheme is discussed through numerical simulations over the DCMD process dynamic model in Eq. (9) for each input case. The PESC scheme is equipped with anti-windup technique to prevent input saturation. All fabrication parameters of the employed membrane are realistic, and supplied by the Water Desalination and Reuse Center (WDRC) 1 at KAUST. These parameters are listed in Table 1 For the single parameter case, we consider the feed pump flow rate (u = u f ) to be the only control input, while keeping the permeate pump flow rate constant at u p = 0.2 (m/s). From practical perspectives, u f has to be bounded with minimum and maximum values to respect pumps physical limitations and energy management, following values are provided by the WDRC in Eq. (48).
The simulation is depicted in Fig. 10 , where it illustrates the permeate flux and the optimized feed pump flow rate (u f ). Noticeably, the control input oscillates in small neighborhood around the optimal value, which is less than its maximum bound. The values of the design parameters are listed in Table 2 , and the initial value of the feed flow rate is 0.2 m/s.
Parameter Value Parameter
Value ω 1 5 Hz ω 2 4 Hz ω h1 0.5 Hz ω h2 0.5 Hz κ 1 0.1 κ 2 2.1 a 1 0.015 a 2 0.02 φ 1 π/2 φ 2 0 In different simulation, we introduced a sudden disturbance to the DCMD process to assess the sensitivity as well as the adaptability of the PESC scheme. The disturbance happens by lowering the feed inlet temperature from 60 • C to 30 • C at one-third of the full time. Fig. 11 shows the response of the control input to the disturbance. It is important to mention that the permeate flux is generated more significantly at high temperature, and this explains the low generation of permeate flux at 30 • C. May 5, 2017 International Journal of Control TCON˙A˙1314551 Figure 10 . Single parameter PESC with anti-windup technique. Figure 11 . The response of the PESC to sudden disturbance in the process.
For the multiple-parameter case, the performance function is optimized considering the feed and the permeate pump flow rates as control inputs u = [u f , u p ] T , with initial values for the feed and permeate flow rates to be [0.2 , −0.2], respectively. Fig. 12 demonstrates the time evolution of the permeate flux and the optimized control inputs. It shows also the rapid convergence of the permeate flux to its maximum value, and the saturation of the control inputs.
It is noticeable from the simulations results, that the permeate flux in the multiple-parameter case reaches higher level when comparing to the single parameter case (around ∼ 11.5 kg m 2 .h ), but with higher pump flow rates. This can be justified with the additional degrees of freedom that are provided to the process, by assigning a second control input, where the newly added design parameters can be elaborately tuned, and therefore, contribute toward fast convergence for the performance function. 
Conclusions
In this work, we propose an observer based PESC for a DCMD process. The process is modeled with a dynamic 2D ADE model. The objective of the controller is to maximize the permeate vapor flux while at the same time to minimize the consumed energy via the feed and permeate pump flow rates. For this purpose, we designed a nonlinear Lyapunov-based observer to provide an estimate for all the temperature distribution among the domain of the process and feed them to the PESC. We consider two sets of control inputs for the PESC scheme: single control input of the feed pump flow rate, and multiple control inputs of both feed and permeate pump flow rates, and provided them with anti-windup technique to prevent actual input saturation. Simulations and analyses for both control input cases are provided. Additionally, simulations show the time evolution of the control inputs and support the feasibility of their energy consumption. Future plans require experimental validation for the simulations to support the results we obtained.
